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ACQUISITION BRINGS BIGGER CHOICE AND NEW PRODUCTS TO MARKET 

The acquisition of Copley Décor by NMC is paying dividends with new products and better 

service for buyers of coving, ceiling roses, skirting boards, dado and picture rails. 

 

According to NMC-Copley managing director Bruce Storr the new combined company brings 

the best of both to the market. 

 

“Copley was established in 1977 and is the UK’s leading manufacturer of high-end 

polyurethane mouldings, while NMC has a Europe-wide reputation as the largest 

manufacturer of quality polymer equivalents.  By bringing the two companies together we are 

able to offer a solution for all budgets.” 

 

Today, NMC-Copley is the UK’s leading supplier of polyurethane decorative mouldings. 

Operating from its bases in South Wales and North Yorkshire it provides next-day delivery on 

orders placed before 3pm.  The company supplies all the major paint companies as well as 

leading national and independent builders’ merchants. 

 

“We now supply hundreds of different coving products including ceiling roses, skirting boards, 

dado and picture rails in lightweight polymer,” said Bruce. 

 

NMC-Copley has also started to introduce new products to market, and recently invested 

heavily in plant to manufacture its new Pro-Cove Lite polymer coving range - the company’s 

first paper-faced polymer coving product, offering all the benefits of traditional plaster coving 

without the disadvantages of breakages, dust etc.   

 

Pro-Cove Lite’s smooth surface gives superb sharp precision profiles and a first-class base 

for easy painting.  Because it is manufactured in high-density polymer the mouldings are 

lightweight and easy to fix single-handed and can typically be installed up to three times faster 

than traditional plaster coving. 
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Pro-Cove Lite is available in two plain and one moulded profile styles in 100mm, 127mm and 

135mm and is supplied in 3m lengths.  Also available are a full range of compatible 

accessories including internal/external corners, coving adhesive/filler and mitre box.   

 

Bruce Storr said: “We are diversifying rapidly and are bringing new products to our 

customers” 

 

For further information contact NMC - Copley, Leyburn Business Park, Leyburn, North 

Yorkshire DL8 5QA.  Tel: 01969 623410.  E-mail: enquiries@nmc-uk.com 

 

 

 


